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Chapter 1
HOW THE EVIL BAG CAME

One Day a couple and their children went shopping in 
Walmart. Once they had finished shopping they went to the 
counter to pay.  When they picked up their bag they who there 
bag was…. IT WAS THE ONE THE ONLY THE EVIL BAG!!!! 



“MWAHAHAHA’’Said The Evil Bag I am free! 
Now I will rule The World! Then he realised, 
He was just a plastic bag with no army no 
nothing, I need AN ARMY



Chapter 2  The Plastic bags army

So after the family got rid of him he was taken to the 
recycling centre. 

This is where he gathered his army. 



He delivered a Magnificent speech they all cheered 
‘PLASTIC BAG PLASTIC BAG’’ They were going to 
take over the world!



Once they had been sold by the recycling centre 
they were burnt and were littered into the sea and 
Rivers . 

That is when the great sea battle started. 

 

 



THE PROBLEM WITH POLLUTION

The Animals and sea creatures are doing there best 
to avoid all the Rubbish that some of us chuck in the 
sea. 



The problem is some animals can get caught in, and 
some animals eat it! That’s the problem with 
pollution. 

WE CAN STOP IT  



Chapter 3 Seal  Sam

Turtle Sam had just graduated from Sealion school 
for amateur sea warriors. Where sea creatures 
learn how to defend themselves from all the plastic 
that  WE CHUCK IN THE SEA. 

They were GUARDIANS

 

ME MWHAHAHA



 So one day he went for a lovely swim in the reef. 
BUT THEN THE EVIL BAG APPEARED! Now the 
Evil Bag New that little Seal  Sam had a big 
potential!



THE DESTRUCTION OF THE  PLASTIC BAG

The Evil Plastic Bag challenged sam to combat. Sam 
had no choice but to agree. So it was planned, Seal 
Sam had to try and defeat The EVIL PLASTIC BAG!!



They Battled for Hours and Hours until Seal Sam 
had almost beaten him… And then Seal  sam used all 
his power and summoned a great sea serpent that 
devoured the bag whole!



The Ocean Needs us to stop the plastic.

SO STOP POLLUTION!


